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I OPPOSE SB 348, this is UNCONSTITUTIONAL.  Our Constitutional Rights are 

INHERENT. 

 

Oregon conducts background checks through the FBI. This is further IMPEDING that 

process (right to bear arms) with a State check. This will make the wait longer which 

infringes on a citizens rights along with multitudes of other “proposed amendments” 

in this Bill. 

 

Our sons and daughters can enter military service AND War at the age of 18 this is 

an absurd age restriction at the least, furthermore 18 years olds live on their own 

supporting themselves. By taking/restricting their RIGHT to bear arms is NOT 

equitable or supplies/offers ANY real rational reasoning. It’s straight infringement! 

 

This is against the US Constitution and Oregon Constitution. 

 

US Constitution- The right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be 

infringed. 

 

Oregon Constitution-Section 27. Right to bear arms; military subordinate to civil 

power. The people shall have the right to bear arms for the defense [sic] of 

themselves, and the State, but the Military shall be kept in strict subordination to the 

civil power[.] 

 

Definition of infringed and infringement is, “act so as to limit or undermine 

(something); encroach on.” AND… “the action of limiting or undermining something.” 

 

Further raising application and processing costs is NOT equitable or equally 

financially obtained by “ALL” citizens. It is another form of impeding and infringement 

on a constitutional right, by trying to make something intangible through means of 

conspiracy and actions through illegal processes and languages on paper ( to 

infringe on the right to bear arms). 

 

These bills are a gross display of Oregons Representation failures! 

 

This actively try’s to break our US and Oregon Constitutions by acts to limit, 

undermine and encroach on citizens. 

 

The long list of undermining citizens in this bill is LARGE, unacceptable and shows 



the length of manipulations a team will go to “just get it in”. These are not 

constitutionally centered beings. 

 

Undermine: 

erode the base or foundation, lessen the effectiveness, power, or ability of, especially 

gradually or insidiously (in a gradual, subtle way, but with harmful effects.) 

 

REMEMBER YOUR OATHS TO THE PEOPLE THROUGH OUR CONSTITUTIONS. 


